given by Bartels and ' Fig. 2 In the present case, we cannot have any conclusion respect to a day-to-day's activity of the SD-field, the above discussion is only referable to the average state of one month or more.
For the purpose of a study of daily activity of the terrestrial magnetism, the nature of K variation (K2 variation, after Bartels) must be also introduced as well as the ranges of the variation. As for the SD-field at the middle and lower latitudes, statistical investigations are not so complete as those at the auroral zone. It is desirable that the diurnal variation of the K Indices is responsible for the study of SD, especially evening-maximum of K is thought to express the SD-activity. Moreover, it is also desirable that the time of evening-maximum and the shape of the H-curve are to be shown by another character-figure. § 3 Frequency-distribution of K values at different observatories about the same E-time It is desirable that K values of every F-time have the same values at the all observatories, the writer will consider about this point in this paragraph. Fig. 4 shows the frequency-distribution of K values about the E-time at which the Kw is less than 0. 4. In this figure the frequency of K = 0 predomintes compared with K =1, 2 or 3, and the value larger than 4 do not exist at any station.
Then, it may be said that the K Indices satisfy its original property during the quiet time. Next, the writer tried the same treatment about the E-time when he Kw is larger than 5, and are shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 6 shows the frequency-distribution of deviations of K values from their means of the all observatories at every E-time during the large storm (Mar. 12-15, 1948 [1]
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